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“Finding Efficiencies in Software Testing” to be subject of
Agilistry & QA Meetup
August 22 webinar being presented by testing expert Melissa Tondi

PLEASANTON, California, August 2, 2017 - QASource, one of the world’s leading software
QA services providers, today announced that the Agilistry & QA Meetup Group will host the free
webinar, “Finding Efficiencies in Software Testing,” presented by testing expert Melissa Tondi, on
Aug 22.
“We’re pleased to host Melissa’s presentation for the Agilistry & QA Meetup Group,” said Rick
Rampton, Head of Client Success at QASource. “This group is meant to be a resource for
professionals in the software QA industry, and we’re confident that Melissa will provide valuable
insights into how to solve one of testing’s common pain points.”
“Finding Efficiencies in Software Testing,” dives into a common challenge with software testing:
Not having enough time to test everything that needs to be tested. In this presentation, Tondi will
examine five areas that could be causing inefficiencies in the tester’s overall approach, and offer
practical solutions to overcome them.
Tondi will also share areas that can be added or improved upon once the testing strategy is more
efficient, and will give attendees an opportunity to share their own challenges and insights.
“Many of us feel like we never have enough time to fully test in a given sprint, cycle or other
timeframe,” Tondi said. “We plan for the best-case scenario, but undoubtedly, something often
happens with our best-laid plans that causes us to feel like we ‘just didn’t test enough.’”
Tondi, an experienced leader in software testing and a frequent industry speaker, created the
Greatest Common Denominator (GCD) approach for determining ways to assess, implement and
report on day-to-day activities, with the goal of minimizing the gap between need and value. She
is the founder of the Denver Mobile and Automation Quality Engineering Group and is a board
member of the Software Quality Association of Denver. As the director of quality engineering at
EMS Software, Tondi assists teams in their efforts to continuously strive for quality software.
The Agilistry & QA Meetup Group is sponsored by QASource. The group provides learning
resources and networking opportunities for more than 750 developers, QA testers and other
software professionals around the world, focusing on development, scrum, extreme programming, QA and testing, and Agile project management. The Agilistry & QA Meetup Group is free
for all software professionals to join.
[UPDATE]: To view an archived video of this information-packed meetup webinar "Finding
Efficiencies in Software Testing” which was held on Aug 22, 2017, visit
https://youtu.be/vNuEROl-m88.

About QASource
Headquartered in Pleasanton, California, with an office in Chandigarh, India, QASource is one of
the world’s leading software QA providers. Since it was founded in 2002, QASource has grown to
become an international organization of nearly 700 professionals servicing a variety of clients
ranging from VC-funded startups to Fortune 500 companies. QASource has demonstrated a
growth rate of 20% to 50% annually, and is a market leader in test automation services. QASource
customers have had successful exits exceeding $11 billion in M&A transactions, leading to the
company’s tagline, “Quality That Creates Value.” For more information, visit the QASource
website at https://www.qasource.com.
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